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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new class of resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) that are planar and
realizable with a single graphene nanoribbon. Unlike conventional RTDs, which incorporate vertical
quantum well regions, the proposed devices incorporate two confined planar quantum dots within the
single graphene nanoribbon, giving rise to a pronounced negative differential resistance (NDR) effect.
The proposed devices, termed here as planar double-quantum-dot RTDs, and their transport properties
are investigated using quantum simulations based on nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism and the
extended Huckel method. The proposed devices exhibit a unique current–voltage waveform consisting of
a single pronounced current peak with an extremely high, in the order of 104, peak-to-valley ratio. The
position of the current peak can be tuned between discrete voltage levels, allowing digitized tunability,
which is exploited to realize multi-peak NDR devices.

INDEX TERMS Graphene, negative differential resistance, NDR, planar, quantum dot, tunable, resonant
tunneling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene, due to its exceptional electronic properties [1],
has become a popular candidate for next generation
electronics [2]. However, its lack of an electronic bandgap
stands as an obstacle towards realizing high performance
graphene field effect devices [3]. Accordingly, much effort
has been directed towards the realization of graphene tun-
neling devices [4]–[6], which are promising candidates for
next-generation electronics [7]. Graphene tunneling devices
can achieve very high on-off ratios [4], an essential property
for efficient switching. However, their full potential lies in
achieving resonant tunneling, which gives rise to a property
known as Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) [8]. This
property enables devices that can be used as ultra-fast logic
and memory devices [9] as well as high frequency oscillators
operating well into the Terahertz regime [10]–[12].
An essential component of any tunneling device is the

barrier across which electrons tunnel. In graphene tunneling

devices this barrier can be another 2D material such
as hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) stacked on top of
graphene [4], [13]. However, such an approach gives rise to
a vertical device, which requires vertical stacking and pre-
cise alignment of multiple graphene layers [13]. Moreover,
the introduction of multiple barriers within such a device,
in order to realize a double barrier resonant tunneling
diode (DB-RTDs) [14], requires further stacking and align-
ment of more graphene layers. In order to overcome such
a drawback, an in-plane barrier was previously proposed,
by incorporating an insulating trench in a graphene nanorib-
bon (GNR) along its transport direction [15], giving rise
to a completely planar device architecture; an all-graphene
planar DB-RTD [15]. An all-graphene planar DB-RTD is
schematically shown in Fig. 1(a).
Double barrier RTDs are able to achieve enhanced NDR

due to the presence of a quantum confinement region
within them, the region defined by the double barriers,
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FIGURE 1. (a) 3D perspective views of the all-graphene planar
double-barrier (single-quantum-dot) and (b) double-quantum-dot
resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs), highlighting the positions of the
quantum dots. (c) Top view of the device in (b) showing the bias
direction and highlighting the position of the tunnel barriers.

in which electrons resonate. In conventional vertical
DB-RTDs [10]–[12], [14], this is referred to as a quantum
well, and is usually a thin semiconductor layer sandwiched
vertically between two layers of another material with
a larger bandgap. In the all-graphene planar DB-RTDs [15],
the quantum well region is replaced by a length of the GNR
that is isolated by the in-plane insulating trenches, form-
ing a more confined structure; a zero-dimensional graphene
quantum dot, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Accordingly, the
all-graphene DB-RTD can also be referred to as a single-
quantum-dot RTD.
In this paper a new class of RTDs is proposed based

on the concept of cascading two planar graphene quan-
tum dots within a single device, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1(b) and (c), which gives rise to a planar all-graphene
double-quantum-dot RTD with unique current-voltage char-
acteristics. The transport properties of this proposed device
are studied using Nonequilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF)
formalism and the Extended Huckel (EH) method. The pre-
sented results show that the coupling of two quantum dots
together, within the same nanoribbon, allows the flow of
current at specific bias voltages, only when both dots cou-
ple coherently, preventing the flow of current at all other
voltages. This gives rise to a giant NDR effect that takes
the shape of a current-voltage (I-V) waveform consisting of
a single pronounced current peak.
An important measure of NDR is the peak-to-valley cur-

rent ratio (PVCR), which needs to be maximized. The
presented quantum simulation results show that the proposed
devices exhibit extremely high PVCR of 50,000, greatly
outperforming both experimental reports and theoretical

predictions for solid-state [10]–[21] and molecular electronic
devices [22]–[27].
Furthermore, it is also shown that due to the planar archi-

tecture of the proposed devices, the voltage at which the
current peak appears can be tuned by appropriately choosing
the dimensions of the quantum dots. Due to the presence of
quantized energy states within the quantum dots, the position
of the current peak is restricted to specific discrete voltage
levels, which enables digitized tunability of its position. By
exploiting this property, a multi-peak NDR effect device is
presented, using an in-plane parallel connection of multiple
tuned devices without the need for any extra fabrication
steps.
The presented findings suggest that the proposed devices

have unique properties that may facilitate new important
electronic devices and components. In the next section
of the paper, the calculation method is described, while
in the sections that follow, Sections III–VIII, the sim-
ulation results are presented and discussed. Section III
begins by comparing the transport properties of all-graphene
planar double-quantum-dot RTDs with all-graphene pla-
nar DB-RTDs, which are referred to in subsequent text
as single-quantum-dot RTDs. Then the effect of tuning
the dimensions of the quantum dots on the device’s I-V
characteristics is studied in Section IV, showing how they
can be used in order to achieve a multi-peak NDR effect
device in Section V. Effect of quantum dot separation,
fabrication feasibility and the effect of edge defects are
investigated and discussed in Sections VI–VIII respectively.
Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section IX.

II. CALCULATION METHOD
Transport calculations for obtaining transmission spectrum
plots and I-V characteristic curves were all based on the
Extended Huckel (EH) [28] method and Non-Equilibrium
Green’s Function (NEGF) formalism [29] as implemented
in Atomistix Tool Kit (ATK) software package [30].
The device geometries were first optimized and their coor-

dinates were relaxed using the Tersof potential [31] until the
forces on individual atoms were smaller than 0.001 eV/Å

2
.

Each device structure was partitioned into three regions:
semi-infinite left electrode (L), central scattering region (C),
and semi-infinite right electrode (R). The mesh points in real
space calculation were defined as uniformly spaced k points
of 1 × 20 × 50, with 50 sample points along the transport
direction, and 20 along the width.
In the tight-binding model used the tight-binding

Hamiltonian was parameterized using a two-center approxi-
mation where the matrix elements were described in terms of
the overlap between Slater orbitals at each site. The weight-
ing scheme for the orbital energies of the offsite Hamiltonian
was according to Wolfsburg and Helmholz [32]. Further
details on the calculation method can be found in the
ATK manual, in the Semi-Empirical (ATK-SE) package
description [33].
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of the transport properties of all-graphene planar single-quantum-dot and double-quantum-dot RTDs. (a) Plots of energy vs.
transmission probability at zero bias for the single-quantum-dot RTD, and (c) the double-quantum-dot RTD. (b) Structures of the simulated all-graphene
planar single-quantum-dot and double-quantum-dot RTDs. (d) Spectrum of transmission probability vs. energy plots obtained at different bias voltages
for the single-quantum-dot RTD and (f) double-quantum-dot RTD. The bias voltage range extends from -1.4 V to 1.4 V, with the lowest plot for a bias of
-1.4 V and the highest for a bias of 1.4 V, with increasing 0.2 V steps in between. The region between the Fermi level of the left electrode (εL) and that of
the right electrode (εR), which are illustrated by the diagonal dotted lines, represents the bias window. (e) Current-voltage characteristics of the
single-quantum-dot RTD –dotted blue line– and the double-quantum-dot RTD –solid green line– plotted on the same axes. Peak and valley current points
for the double-quantum-dot RTD are marked with blue and red dots respectively.

The electronic transport properties were calculated using
NEGF. Coherent transport of electrons was assumed to
occur between the electrodes (L) and (R), with Fermi
levels μL and μR, through (C) according to Landauer’s
formula [34]. The coherent current is equal to:

I (V) = 2e

h

∫ µL

µR

T (E,V)
[
f0 (E − µL) − f0 (E − µR)

]
dE (1)

where T(E,V) is the transmission probability of incident
electrons with energy E from (L) to (R), f0(E−µL(R)) is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function of electrons in (L) and (R)

respectively, and V = (µR − µL)/e is the potential differ-
ence between (L) and (R). The T(E,V) is correlated with
Ĝa(E) and Ĝr(E), the Green’s function matrices reflected
from (L) and (R) to (C) respectively, as:

T (E,V) = Tr

[
Im

∑
L

(
E − eV

2

)
Ĝr (E) Im

∑
R

(
E + eV

2

)
Ĝa (E)

]
(2)

where
∑

L(R) are the electrodes’ self-energies describing cou-
pling with (C). This same method has been used in previous
work [15], [20], [35].

III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
In this section the transport properties of a planar all-
graphene double-quantum-dot (Double QDot) RTD are
studied and compared with those of a planar all-graphene
single-quantum-dot (Single QDot) RTD. Both simulated
device structures are shown schematically in Fig. 2(b). The

overall transport properties of both devices are summarized
in Fig. 2.
In the single-quantum-dot RTD, the barriers allow the tun-

neling of electrons within a narrow energy range only, whilst
blocking them at all other energies, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
which illustrates the transmission probability of electrons at
different energy levels for the single-quantum-dot RTD under
zero bias. The figure shows that the transmission probabil-
ity of electrons at all energies is almost zero, except within
a narrow energy window within which resonance occurs,
giving rise to the single resonance peak at 0.33 eV below
the Fermi level (εF) of the device. At this energy level of
-0.33 eV, the probability of electron transmission across the
whole device reaches almost 0.4. On the other hand, for
the double-quantum-dot RTD, the presence of the second
quantum dot within the same nanoribbon allows coherent
coupling with the first quantum dot, facilitating stronger tun-
neling across the nanoribbon, and making the device almost
completely transparent to the transmission of electrons at
the resonance peak at which the transmission probability
reaches a much higher value of 0.98, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Since the two quantum dots are identical, they would coher-
ently resonate at the same energy level, and since both dots
are integrated in a single device within a single nanoribbon,
they would coherently couple at the resonance peak, giv-
ing rise to an enhanced probability of electron transmission.
However, this would also imply that if the two quantum
dots had a mismatch in geometry, their coherent coupling
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FIGURE 3. Giant tunable NDR effect in planar all-graphene double-quantum-dot RTDs. Four device geometries are shown with equal nanoribbon width
and length, but with varying quantum dot lengths of (a) 8, (b) 10, (c) 12 and (d) 14 atoms. The I-V characteristics for the four devices are shown in (e),
while a zoom-in at their reverse bias I-V characteristics is shown in (f) with the current axis plotted in log-scale in order to highlight the very low valley
current points for all devices. Peak and valley current points are marked with blue and red dots respectively. Achieved PVCR values for the four devices
are shown through the bar chart in (g), confirming a consistently high PVCR that exceeds 104 in all devices.

might be affected, and this will be investigated later on in
Section VIII.
In order for current to flow through the devices, a bias

voltage needs to be applied to each of the two devices. In
order to investigate the effect of bias voltage on the trans-
port properties of the devices, the transmission spectra of
both devices were calculated for a range of bias voltages,
and the results are summarized in Fig. 2(d) and (f) for the
single-quantum-dot RTD and the double-quantum-dot RTD
respectively.
As Fig. 2(d) suggests, for the single-quantum-dot RTD,

the bias window either extends above the Fermi level and
away from the transmission peak resulting in no current
flow under forward bias, or extends below the Fermi level
capturing the transmission peak and allowing the flow of
current through the device under reverse bias. This effect
results in rectification, as shown in Fig. 2(e).
On the other hand, for the double-quantum-dot RTD, as

suggested by Fig. 2(f), the transmission peak also lies outside
the bias window under forward bias, resulting in no current
flow through the device, similar to the single-quantum-dot
RTD case. However, under reverse bias the effect of the
second quantum dot appears and an interesting phenomenon
manifests itself. The transmission peak disappears for most
negative bias voltages and only appears within a narrow
bias voltage range. This indicates that when the two quan-
tum dots resonate, they result in destructive interference that
causes the transmission peak to disappear. Coherent coupling

between the two quantum dots only occurs within a narrow
voltage range, giving rise to the enhanced transmission peak
seen in the transmission spectrum for a bias voltage of -1.0 V,
as shown in Fig. 2(f).
The coupling effect of the double-quantum-dots results in

a very unique I-V curve that comprises a single pronounced
current peak with a giant NDR effect, as shown in Fig. 2(e).
This current peak (marked with a blue dot on the figure)
reaches a very high value above the 1 µA point. A high
current peak in the µA range, is uncommon in tunnelling
devices, and is highly favourable, especially for a nanoscale
RTD, as it enhances the amount of power that the device is
capable of delivering to a connected load.
Past the peak point, current begins to decrease continu-

ously until it reaches the valley point (marked with a red
dot on the figure) at which the current magnitude reaches
below 1 nA (quantified later on in Fig. 3(f)), representing
an extremely high peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) in
excess of 1000.

IV. CURRENT PEAK TUNABILITY
In this section the effect of varying the quantum dot length
within the double-quantum-dot RTD structure is investi-
gated by constructing 4 different double-quantum-dot RTD
geometries. The four geometries are shown schematically
in Fig. 3(a)–(d) and are constructed from identical nanorib-
bons that have equal widths and lengths. The difference
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FIGURE 4. Digitized tunability of the current peak position using quantum
dot length variation. The figure maps the current peak position in volts to
the length of the quantum dots in number of atoms. By varying the length
of the quantum dots the current peak position can be tuned across a wide
voltage range between discrete voltage levels. All voltage levels are reverse
bias voltages, and hence a position of 1.0 V corresponds to a bias of -1.0 V.

between the four geometries is the length of the quantum
dots, being 8, 10, 12 and 14 carbon atoms long for the
devices of Fig. 3(a)–(d) respectively. The overall length of
all devices was kept constant.
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the four

devices are shown in Fig. 3(e). Interestingly, the single cur-
rent peak waveform is achieved consistently for all the four
device geometries, confirming its reproducibility.
More interestingly, the plot of Fig. 3(f), with current

plotted in logarithmic scale, illustrates that the achieved
peak-to-valley current ratio for the four devices is extremely
high at values that consistently exceed four orders of mag-
nitude. The valley current levels reach values down to tens
of pico-amps, a feature that would be highly desirable for
ultra-low power operation in logic and memory devices.
Fig. 3(g) summarizes the achieved PVCR for the 4 devices
and suggests that not only do they all achieve PVCR values
above 104 but also, as with the device of Fig. 3(b), can reach
values close to 105 (50,000 in this case).

A very important observation is noted from
Fig. 3(e) regarding the position of the current peak.
The device of Fig. 3(a), with a quantum dot length of
8 atoms, has the current peak centered at -0.6 V. Increasing
the length of the quantum dots to 10 atoms, as in the device
of Fig. 3(b), does not affect the position of the current peak,
keeping it centered at -0.6 V. However, a further increase in
the length up to 12 atoms, results in a shift in the position
of the current peak towards higher voltages, making it
centered around -1.0 V. In contrast, another further increase
in the length of the quantum dots to 14 atoms does not
result in another shift, maintaining the center of the peak at
-1.0 V once again. This suggests that a trend is emerging
which is investigated by studying more devices with Lqd
ranging from 6 atoms to 16 atoms, and the results are
summarized through the plot of Fig. 4, which maps the

current peak position to the length of the quantum dots in
atoms. The resulting curve takes a staircase-like shape that
indicates the presence of highly quantized energy states
within the quantum dots.
The quantized energy states within the quantum dots limit

the shifting of the position of the current peak from and to
specific discrete voltage levels. In the next subsection this
interesting behavior is exploited in achieving an exciting
property; multi-peak NDR. However, it is worth pointing
out here that this behavior has interesting implications on
the fabrication of such devices, as it allows tolerance to
fabrication errors, in the range of atoms (± 1 atom), that
arise when defining the quantum dots within the GNRs.
The fabrication method is discussed in more details in the
fabrication feasibility section later on.
Careful inspection of Fig. 4 leads to the observation that

increasing the quantum dot length results in a shift of the
current peak position only at quantum-dot lengths that are
multiples of 4 atoms, which correspond to multiples of an
armchair graphene nanoribbon unit cell (4 atoms in length).
This indicates that only when a complete unit cell is added,
the current peak position shifts to a higher voltage, however,
when only part of a unit cell is added, the peak’s position
remains unchanged.

V. MULTI-PEAK NDR EFFECT
While the shifting trend of the current peak can provide
interesting insights into the quantum behavior of the devices,
the fact that it can be shifted between discrete voltage levels
allows digitized tunability, giving rise to a tunable NDR
effect. This digitized tunability property, coupled with the
planar architecture of the devices, indicates a very interesting
device capability that is not possible with field effect devices
and very difficult to achieve with vertical tunneling devices;
multi-peak NDR [9], [17], [22], [26].
Multi-peak NDR enables exciting device functionalities

such as multi-state logic and memory [9], [36] as well as
very high frequency multiplication and oscillation [10]–[12].
Multi-peak NDR is hard to achieve in vertical tunneling
devices due to the associated complexity in fabrication and
results in low PVCR values. However, using the proposed
planar double-quantum-dot RTDs a multi-peak NDR effect
can be achieved by connecting two double-quantum-dot
RTDs in parallel through an in-plane parallel connection,
facilitated by their planar architectures, as shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 5(a) and (b). One device is tuned to exhibit
a current peak at a certain voltage position (-0.6V), while
the other is tuned to exhibit the current peak at a different
voltage position (-1.0V).
The I-V characteristics of the overall device are shown

in Fig. 5(c), and exhibit two pronounced NDR peaks that
are clearly distinguishable. In principle this concept can be
applied to a larger number of devices in order to achieve
a larger number of multiple peaks, without introducing any
extra fabrication steps.
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FIGURE 5. Multi-peak NDR effect in parallel planar all-graphene
double-quantum-dot RTDs. (a) Perspective view and (b) top view of two
double-quantum-dot RTDs connected in parallel through an in-plane
parallel connection. The two devices have different quantum dot lengths
(8 and 12 carbon atoms) resulting in different current peak positions and,
when connected in parallel, achieve a multi-peak NDR effect, with two
pronounced NDR peaks and high peak current values in the micro-amps
range, as shown through the device’s current-voltage characteristics in (c).
Peak and valley current points are marked with blue and red dots
respectively.

VI. QUANTUM DOT SEPARATION
In this section we investigate the effect of varying the
separation distance between the two quantum dots on the
device’s performance, by varying the length of the graphene
nanoribbon between them as shown in Fig. 6(a).
The length of the graphene nanoribbon that connects the

two quantum dots in the device shown in Fig. 6(a) was var-
ied from a single unit cell (4 atoms in length) to 10 unit
cells (40 atoms in length), in increments of single unit cells,
and the corresponding I-V characteristics were calculated
for each device configuration. In all device configurations
the single-current-peak I-V waveform was observed, how-
ever, the current peak’s position and its magnitude varied

FIGURE 6. Effect of quantum dot separation on the device’s performance.
(a) Schematic diagram showing how the length of the graphene
nanoribbon between the two quantum dots is used to represent the
quantum dot separation distance in atoms. (b) Plot of the variation of the
current peak position, between discrete voltage levels, with quantum dot
separation distance. All voltage levels are reverse bias voltages, and hence
a current peak position of 1.0 V corresponds to a bias of -1.0 V. (c) Plot of
the variation of the current peak’s magnitude with quantum dot
separation distance.

with the variation of the quantum dot separation distance.
Fig. 6(b) and (c) plot the variation of the current peak posi-
tion and the variation of the current peak magnitude, with
quantum dot separation distance, respectively.
The current peak’s position, plotted in Fig. 6(b), is the

reverse bias voltage at which the current peak appears, and
hence a current peak position of 1.0 V would correspond to
a bias of -1.0 V. Fig. 6(b) suggests that when the two quan-
tum dots are close to each other, they interact and interfere
resulting in an unstable current peak position that is highly
affected by the separation distance. However, as the distance
is increased beyond 25 atoms, the current peak’s position sta-
bilizes at a reverse bias voltage of 0.6 V. A similar trend is
also observed in Fig. 6(c), in which the current peak’s mag-
nitude shows great variation at small separation distances,
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but begins to stabilize as the separation distance is increased.
It is also noted, that at the minimal separation distance of
a single unit cell (4 atoms) the current peak’s magnitude
is drastically suppressed to a very low value close to zero,
suggesting that when the two quantum dots are brought in
close proximity they destructively interfere resulting in the
observed demolition of the current peak’s magnitude.

VII. FABRICATION FEASIBILITY
The proposed devices are planar devices that do not require
any external gating, doping or stacking of material layers.
Their fabrication can be achieved by the following steps.
Once a Graphene monolayer is transferred to an insulat-
ing substrate, it can be patterned into the device structure
using a single photo-lithography step. Metallic contacts such
as platinum or gold, as shown in Figs. 1 and 5, are then
formed. It is important to note that this process gives rise to
GNRs with rough edges [37], and may not be able to define
narrow trenches for the tunnel barriers. Before volume fab-
rication, the performance of such devices would require a
Monte Carlo simulation study, in order to investigate the
effect of GNR edge roughness on the device’s performance,
specifically its resonant behavior. However, an investiga-
tion of the effect of the presence of edge defects, rather
than random edge roughness, within the device is possible
using quantum simulations. Such a study can provide insights
about where would the presence of defects be most critical
to the device’s performance, and this will be presented in
Section VIII.
Nevertheless, the experimental realization of small produc-

tion volumes of the devices proposed here may be achieved
by first realizing GNRs with smooth edges, and then pre-
cisely etching the insulating trenches within them using high
precision etching techniques.
The experimental realization of GNRs with smooth

edges has proven to be a challenge, however, recent
work has shown promising results towards achieving this
goal [38]–[44], and a number of experimental reports have
reported techniques to achieve this [40]–[42]. As for the
precise etching of the insulating trenches, this may be per-
formed using Helium Ion Beam lithography [45]–[47] or
single-atom catalyst chiseling [43], both of which have been
able to achieve high resolution patterning of Graphene.
Any remaining fabrication errors that arise as a result of

using such high resolution methods are expected to be in
the order of atoms, and such small errors are expected to be
tolerable in the proposed devices due to the reproducibility
of their NDR effect with varying quantum dot lengths, as
was suggested earlier through Fig. 3, and due to the fact
that the position of the current peak in them does not shift
if the length of the quantum dot is fabricated an atom or
two more than what it was designed for, as was suggested
earlier through Fig. 4. Nevertheless, further experimental
efforts are a very important step towards consolidating these
very interesting physical insights.

FIGURE 7. Effect of edge defects on device performance. (a) Five different
double QDot RTD device configurations with edge defects introduced at
five different positions; the central region (DC), the left electrode (DL), the
right electrode (DR), the first quantum dot (DQ1) and the second quantum
dot (DQ2). (b) I-V characteristics of the device configurations shown in (a).

VIII. EFFECT OF EDGE DEFECTS
This section presents a preliminary study of the effect of the
presence of edge defects on the device’s performance. The
effect of edge defects located at different positions along the
double QDot RTD device structure, shown in Fig. 2(b) ear-
lier, was investigated. The defects were introduced at five
different positions giving rise to five different device config-
urations: a device with a defect in the central region (DC),
the left electrode (DL), the right electrode (DR), the first
quantum dot (DQ1) and the second quantum dot (DQ2), and
these are shown schematically in Fig. 7(a), top to bottom,
respectively.
The corresponding I-V characteristics of the five device

configurations are shown in Fig. 7(b). It can be seen
through the figure that devices with defects outside the
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quantum dots (DC, DL and DR) continue to exhibit the
single-current-peak I-V characteristics maintaining the cur-
rent peak at its position and showing strong NDR behavior.
The presence of the defect seems to have a damping effect
on the current peak, resulting in a slightly suppressed current
peak magnitude when compared to the device with no defects
[Fig. 2(e)]. This suppression is stronger for the defects in
the left and right electrodes than it is for the defect within
the central region.
On the other hand, device configurations with defects

inside the quantum dots (DQ1 and DQ2) do not exhibit
a current peak and do not show any significant current flow,
suggesting that the presence of edge defects within the quan-
tum dots is most critical and can be very detrimental for
the operation of the double QDot RTD. This might be due
to the fact that a defect in one of the quantum dots cre-
ates a mismatch between it and the other quantum dot, and
hence prevents it from coherently coupling with it at the
resonance peak. The loss of coherent coupling will result in
the blockage of electron flow by the defected quantum dot
at the resonance peak and hence the prevention of current
flow through the device, as was observed in Fig. 7(b). These
results indicate that the quantum dots need careful attention
during fabrication, while defects outside of the quantum dots
may not be as detrimental.

IX. CONCLUSION
In summary, a new class of planar NDR devices was
presented, termed as all-graphene planar double-quantum-
dot RTDs, which can be realized completely within single
graphene nanoribbons. Quantum simulation results have
shown that such devices exhibit a very interesting prop-
erty of having a single pronounced current peak in their I-V
characteristics, resulting in a giant NDR effect that exhibits
PVCR values exceeding four orders of magnitude. Such
a property takes place due to destructive interference between
the cascaded quantum dots, which only couple coherently
within a narrow bias voltage range, under which current con-
duction occurs. By tuning the dimensions of the quantum
dots the voltage at which this coherent coupling occurs can
be tuned, allowing tunability of the current peak position.
Due to the presence of quantized energy states within the
quantum dots, the current peak position can only be tuned
between discrete voltage levels, enabling digitized tunability.
It was shown how this property can be exploited in order to
achieve a multi-peak NDR effect device through an in-plane
parallel connection of multiple tuned devices. The findings
presented here suggest a promising potential for the applica-
tion of planar double-quantum-dot RTDs in next generation
electronics.
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